
Every company needs to secure 
& protect this data.

Your most important digital asset is your data.

Ground breaking performance & scale

Least vulnerable with unique encryption which allows stretch databases into 
Azure while retaining the encryption key on premise enabling hybrid cloud 
deployments.

10x faster
than Oracle
Fastest In-Memory technology on the planet. Has everything built in.

12x saving relative 
to Oracle

Big Data, No Problem.
Built-in PolyBase technology allows linking structured and unstructured data.

Analyze data directly within the SQL Server database—without 
moving the data—using R, the popular statistics language.

Always Encrypted.

Performance benchmarks for mission critical workloads and analytics

RANKED #1 FOR:

In-database advanced analytics

Recover from hardware failures or unexpected interruptions by redirecting traffic to secondary locations. 
Restore backups from a previous time to recover from user error.

High availability + disaster recovery
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Layers of protection

National Institute of Standards and Technology Comprehensive Vulnerability Database update 10/2015

SQL Server Oracle DB2 MySQL

Get reliable administration.Drive rapid innovation. Educate support teams.
We maintain and pro-actively troubleshoot your 

databases 24x7x365.

Together we partner to deploy the latest 

database and storage technology.

We actively help your team better leverage 

your database tools.

Operate and Maintain Databases.Drive your Road-map Evolution. Accelerate Your Path to Azure.
Rely on us to deploy your licenses, monitor 

performance and perform all necessary patching.

Bring expertise to expand the performance, on 

demand scalability and security of your databases

Deep knowledge of features available and how to 

deploy your databases across private, public and 

hybrid Azure.

We always optimize licensing based on your needs.

Are you running your business on the best data platform available? 
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Query external Hadoop clusters or Azure blob storage as external tables using your 

T-SQL skills. Import external data into SQL Server 2016 for persistent storage. Export 

cold data from SQL Server to Hadoop or Azure blob storage while keeping it queryable.

Import and export data that is in JSON format. For NoSQL 

applications, allows interop with relational databases. 

Format query results as JSON using the syntax “FOR JSON”.

PolyBase Native JSON
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SQL SERVER 2016

Data User

TRANSACT-SQL POLYBASE

 3 synchronous replicas

Auto failover across domains

Round robin load balancing 

Enhanced online operations

Get a consistent platform and tooling for easier workload mobility and Stretch 
Database which helps customers keep more data at the finger tips and 
reduces storage costs.

Made for hybrid cloud

Identifying the 
Industry Leader.

Experts such as Gartner see a new leader.
Microsoft now is ahead of Oracle, IBM and SAP.

Gartner has named Microsoft a leader in vision and ability to 

execute for their 2016 Magic Quadrant for Operational 

Database Management Systems.

AlwaysOn Availability Groups Point-in-time restore
Primary and secondary replicas with automatic 

failover can exist on-premises or on Azure virtual 
machines.

Go back to a previous version of the data-
base.

Geo-replication + restore
Azure SQL Database automatically replicates  to 

other Azure regions. Use active replication to 
access secondaries, or restore to any Azure 

region.

Least vulnerable &  most utilized

#1

Partner with your team to document needs and the most effective combination of editions to use. This includes 

helping you make sure you are not using too many or too few licenses. We can make sure you are up to date 

ahead of any Microsoft audits to avoid possible fines and back license charges.

1.800.903.4852atmosera.com

Has everything built in.

Get 5 Hours of DB Assessment.

Atmosera ensures your business runs on the 
best data platform available. 

Get an assessment of your needs, database architecture and license utilization.

Sensitive data remains encrypted at all times with ability to query

Dynamic Data Masking

Row level security

TDE support for storage of In-memory OLTP Tables

Audit success/failure of database operations

Enhanced database caching 

Cache data with automatic, multiple TempDB files per 
instance in multi-core environments

Support for Windows Server 2016
12 TB of memory supported

Native JSON

Operational analytics

In-memory OLTP for more applications 
Query data store

Temporal database support

Monitor activity
Advanced Threat Analytics

SQL Server auditing

Control access
Windows Authentication

Row-level security

Dynamic data masking

Protect data
Always Encrypted

Transparent data encryption
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